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Abstract. The space: complexity of the maximum flow problem is investigated. It is shown eh,at 
the problem is log space complete for deterministic polynomial time. Thus the maximum liiow 
problem probably has no algorithm which needs only O(logk n) stora.ge space for any constant 
k. Another consequence is that there is probably no fast parallel algorithm for the maximum 
flow problem. 
1. Introdwtion 
A long standing open question in the tbeory of computational complexity is the 
relationship between time and space bounded computations. For any function ‘I”( n ), 
it is not known whether all problems solvable in time T(n) are also solvable in 
space O(logk T(n)) for some k independent of iit. In particular, it is not known 
whether all -members of P, the class of problems which can be solved in polynomial 
time, can also be solved in O(log’ n) space. 
This question is particularly interesting in light of the parallel computation thesis 
[7], which states that the notion of time on an unbounded parallel computer is 
(polynomially) equivalent o the notion of space. Therefore the question above is 
equivalent o asking whether or not every computation of a sequential computer 
has a dramatic speed-up on a parallel machine. 
Although the relationship between space and time remains unresolved, Cook 
[3] exhibited a problem “PATH”, the determination of whose space complexity 
would. answer the open question. Cook showed that PATH is among the hardest 
problems in polynomial time, in the sense that if PATH is in O(logk n) space for 
some constant k, then so is every member of P. PATH is said to be “log space 
complete for P”,, and conjectured to require polynomial space. Thus there is 
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probably ijo dramatic speed-up for PATH on a parallel computer. Other probledns 
which are at least as difficult als PATH in tlhis se:r\se are given in [4L., 6, 8, 9, 11, 12 
and 133. 
A natural problem which has received ~mucJn <attention i the literature is the 
maximum flow problem [SJ. kh directed gra.ph G with each edge labelled by a 
ncln-negative number (called the capacity of the &ge) and with two distinguished 
vertices (called the source and the sink) are given. 
A p’sw pattern f is an assignment of a non-negative number to each edge of G 
(called the &w in the edge) such thlat 
(1) there is no edge for which the flow exceeds the capacity and 
(2) f.Br every vertex except possibly the source and the sink, the sum of the flows 
6un its incoming edges eqiuais the sum of the flows on its outgoing edges (i.e. there 
ia conservratisn of flow). 
The maximum flow problem is to compute a fl’ow pattern f whose total flow F 
into the sink is maximum. 
In this paper, we show that the maximum flow problem is at least as difficult as 
PATH. In f&t the computation of the value F of the maximum flow (and indeed 
the computation of just the least significant bit of F) is at least as difficult as PATH 
in the :,ennie mentioned above. 
This result implies th.at if the maximum flow problem can be solved in O(logk n) 
space (parallel time) for some constant k, then every p;oblt?m which can be solved 
in polynomial time could also be solved in O(logk n ) space (respectively parallel 
time). Thus the result of this paper can be: regarded as some evidence that no 
dramatic Tpeed-up is possible flor the maximum flow problem on a parallel machine, 
2,, Ddfititions 
We use standard efiniticins of space and time, see for example [I 0 and 111, Let 
P be the class of languages recognizable in deterministic polynomial time, and let 
‘4 and B be arbitrary languages. 
JDefinition. A s log I3 (read “A is iog space transformable to B”) iff there exists a 
fiunctiabn f which can be computed in log space and, for any w, w E A. iff f(w) E B. 
Ckfinition. B is log spIuce complete for P if! B E IF’ and for every A E P, A slog B. 
RAmma. If B is log space complete for P and B slog A and A E P, then A is log 
space complete for P. 
Lemma. l’f B is log space complete for P and! B is recognizable in .qpace O(log’ n) 
fior gome constarzt k 3 1, then, for every A E BP, A can be recognized in space O(logL n). 
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Definition. A monotone circuit ar is a sequence (cY,,,~, . . .  a~) where each cri is either 
an input or a gate AND(j, k) or OR( j, k) where: j 2 k > i and the values of the 
inputs are given exphcitly. The monotone circuit value problem MCVI? = {LY 1 the 
output gate cyO compu:es true}. 
Intuitively, MCVP is the problern of determining the value computed by the 
output gate CQ of an explicitly presented combinational circuit cy, given the values 
of its inputs. a consists only of AND and OR gates. 
Lemma ([$I). MCVP is log space complete for P. 
Definition. Let p be a monotone circuit (&, . . . , PO) such that 
(I) if pi is an input then the index i appears art most once in p (i.e. each input 
has fan-out at most one), 
(2) if pi is a gate, then i appears at most twice in p (i.e. each ga’re has fan-out 
at most two) and 
(3) PO is an OR gate with fanout 1. 
MCV2 = {/3 1the output gate PO computes true}. 
Lemma. MCV2 is log space complete for P. 
Sketch of proof. Clearly MCV2 E P and the construction below shows that 
MCVP slog MCV2. 
Given a monotone circuit a! = (cy,, . . . , a.o), the basic idea is to construct a 
monotone circuit /3 with the required properties ((l)-(3) above) 5y replacing each 
gate ai by a fan-out tree with M leaves (where 1M is the smallest power of two so 
that M > m). The fan-out tree correspor ding to ai will be gates Pti-+l,c2M- r)-lg 
P(i+1)(2M-l)-29 l l l 9 Pi(2M-1). More formally, if ai is a gate with inputs j and k, let 
j’=j(2M-l)+i and k’ = k(2M- l)+i and i:t f3ti+1)(2M-1)-1 be AND(j’, k’) or 
OR(j”, k’) depending upon whether ai is an L4ND or an OR gate respectively. Let 
the gates &i+l)(ZM-l)- 2r . . . , &(2M-1) be a binary fan-out tree with hf leaves whose 
internal nodes are 0R gates (using some dummy input which will be given the 
value zero). If ai is an input let each corresponding p be the same input. Intuitively, 
the gate @~i+r)(2M-~~-1 simulates the gate ai but takes its inputs j’ and k’ from 
unique leaves of the fan-out tree for Cyj and a!k. We note that prcPpertkS (l)--(3) 
hold for p and we claim that the construction can be performed by a log space 
bounded Turing machine. U 
Definition. Let G be a directed graph with non-negative dge labels. Ihe problem 
of computing the value of the maximum flow is 
MAXFLOW = {(G, s, t, i) ! ith bit: of the value of the maximum 
flow from sourc5 s to sink t in G is 1). 
In this section w* t prove that MCV2 is log space transfori ;able to MAXFLDW, 
and hence that MAXPLOW is log space complete for P. 
Plod. MAXFLOW E P [5:] and the conrs;ruc&n below shows that 
MCV2 slog MAXPLOW. 
Let p = r& l l l PO) be an arbitrary monotone circuit with properties (l)-(3) above. 
We construct an edge labelled directed graph G as follows. 
7&e vertices V of the graph are s and t (source and sink respectively) and i for 
all Odin. 
‘Ike edges E of the graph are for all 0 s i S n, 
(a) If & IS an input then (s, i) with capacity 0 if pi is false and capacity 2’ if pi 
is true. Also (i, s) E E with capacity 2’. 
(b) If pi = AND(j, k) then 
( j, i) E E with capacity 2’, 
(k, i) E .E with capacity 2k 
and 
(i, t) E E with capacity 2” + 2k - d2’ 
where d is the fan-out of pi [recall 
(c) If & = OR(j, k) then 
(j, i) E E with capacity %I, 
(k, i) E E with capacity Jk 
and 
that d = 0,l or 2). 
(i, s) E E with capacity 2’ + 2k - c12’ 
where d is the fan-out of pi. 
Finally, (0, t) E E with capacity 1. Fig. 1 gives an illustration of the construction. 
We claim that the value of thle maximum flow in G is odd iff lthe circuit outputs 
true. That is /3 E MCV2 iff (G, s, t, 0) E MAXFLOW. The theorem follows from this 
claim together with the observation that the construction can be performed by a 
log space bounded Turing machine. It remains to prove the: claim. 
EMinition. The simulating flow pattern fs is defined as follows. 
For aJ1 O<icn, 
(a) If pi is an input then the flow in (s, !) equals the capacity. Also if the index 
i does not appear as the input to any gate, then the flow in (f, s) is equal to the 
flow in (s, i), otherwise it is zero. 
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Fig. 1. (aj A circuit 0 ; I b) Its corresponding graph G. 
(b) For all 0 ~j s n the flow in (i, j) is 2’ if pi computes true and 0 otherwise. 
(c) If & = AND(j, k) then the fl,ow in (i, t) is equal to the capacity if both pi and 
& i$:ompute rue. Otherwise the 170~ in (i, t) equals the sum of the flows of (j, i,l 
and (k, i).. 
((:I) If fli = OR(j, k) then the flow in (i., S) is equal to the Isum cf the flows of (j, i ) 
and (k, i) minus 42’ if either pi or & computes true. Otherwise the flow in (i, s:) 
is zero. (Recall that d is the fan-out of Qi). 
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Finelly, the flaw in (0, t I is 1 if PO computes true and zero otherwilse. 
It is, easy to check that If5 is indeed a flow pattern (using properties (1) and (2) 
of ~3), That is, no edge is assigned a flolw greater than its capacity, and ,there is 
conservation of Row at every vertex (except possibly s and t). 
IDeiMion, An augmentiqg path is a sequence of distinct vertices begi!lning with 
the source and ending with the sink such that if i and j are successive vertices in 
the sequence then either 
(a) G con!ains an edge (i9 j) whose flow is less than its capacity (called a “forward 
edge”), or 
(b) G contains an edge (j, i) whose Aow exceeds zero (called a “back edge”). 
bmrrra ([5-J>. A flow pattern has an augmenting path if its total flow is i’ess than 
the mraximum possible jIo w . 
Lsnwa. The simulating flow pa&tern fs achieves the maximum possible flow in Cr. 
Proof of lebmma, Any augmenting path in fS must begin with a back edge since 
each forward edge out of s has its flow equ.al to its capacity., and must end with a 
forward edge since there are no edges out of t. Thus there must be a back edge 
followed by a forward edge somewhere along the path: 
flcw>O flow < capacity 
Rut by the construction of fS, 
(a) pi is not an input, other Cse: j = s ‘and the flow in (i, j) would be zero; 
(b) & is not an AND gate, otherwise the fact that the fIc)w in (i, j) > 0 would 
.imply that the flow en (i, k) equals its capacity; and 
(cj pi is not an CIR gate, otherwise the fact that the flow in (i, k) is less than its 
capacity would imply that the flow in I{i, /:I is zero. 
Thus there is no augmenting path in fS. U 
Mte frizm the construction of fiS thait fS assigns bin even valued flow to every edge 
(i, S) except possibly the edge (0, t), (usirlg property (3) (of 8,. rkus the total flow 
of fS is odd iff fS a.asigns flow 1 to edge (0, f). ‘ILlat is, the maximum flow in G is 
odd ifi the output gate of the circuit compu.tes trut:. We have proved that A@ E MCV2 
iff (G, s, t, 0) E MAXFLOW, as required. El 
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4. Con&sion 
We have shown that MAXFLOW is log space complete for P, thereby providing 
some evidence that there is neither an O(latg;” JV) storage algorithm nb:,r an O(log”’ n! ,b 
parallel time algorithm for computing the maximum flow, for any constant k. 
Here are some: related open problems. Do similar results hold concerning the 
maximum flow in graphs with edge capacities ubstantially less than 2” ‘? In particular, 
the problems of lJolynomia1 capacities and 0-l capacities appear interesting i[S], 
One special case where there. is an O(log” n ) space algorithm for compu,ting the 
value oiF the ma.ximum flow is planar graphs1 which can be err~~6z&lccl so that s clnd 
t appear on a common face. This follows from an observaticrr made by Dan Johnston 
that th:: maximum flow problem can be expressed as a path problem in the dua! 
graph. 
A further open problem is to determine the spar:;; complexity of! 
POSSII~LEFLX~W = {(G, s, r, F) 1 F s the maximum flow in G from .Y to t}. 
References [1] antll[2] discuss the problem of finding the maxi,mulm flow through1 
a single path from source to sink, and should not be confused with the classical 
maximum flow pro’!Aem studied in this paper. 
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